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Abstract: Sustainable water resources management assessment frameworks (SWRM-AF) with as-
sociated indicators and benchmarks have appeared widely during the last decades to improve or
maintain water resources. Examination or evaluation of their appropriateness and refinement for
particular arid and semi-arid regions is a relatively unexplored area. To fill this gap in knowledge, a
systematic review of relevant 21st century studies identified within two extensive databases, Scopus
and Engineering Village, and in grey literature, is undertaken in this study. Therein, 17 studies are
identified and thoroughly explored to identify their focus, application, and framework construction.
The results of the comparative analysis among these frameworks show that the average numbers of
components and indicators are 4.5 and 17.6, respectively. Meanwhile, categorical rescaling (47.1%),
equal weighting (47.1%), arithmetic technique (82.35%), local scale (52.8%), and interval of the final
index value of [0–100] (41.2%) are the most commonly used normalization methods and elements.
The paper concludes that none of the existing tools reviewed is 100% applicable for arid and semi-arid
regions, and therefore the case is made for developing a new bespoke SWRM-AF. The outcomes
of this paper provide some useful insights into what should be included therein (e.g., stakeholder
engagement and specific indicators to fit the context).

Keywords: water resources management; sustainable assessment; water sustainable index; stakeholder;
framework; indicator

1. Introduction

As a result of significant agricultural and industrial advancements in parallel with the
peace and security afforded after the second world war, the global population has almost
tripled from 2.7 billion to 7.5 billion in just seventy years [1]. This increase, accompanied
by the changes in lifestyle (including eating habits) seen in many regions, is now placing
significant stress on various natural resources (including but not limited to water) vital
for human requirements. These requirements are categorized into basic, psychological,
and self-fulfilment needs, based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [2,3]. This research
focuses on the water requirement, which might be considered the most important yet basic
requirement for humans to survive. Nevertheless, the demand for this resource has never
been greater than in the last few decades [4–6], especially in developing countries, where
exceptional population growth, increased urbanization [7], and expansion in industrial and
agricultural sectors have resulted in extreme water demand and water stress. The previous
conditions could highly exacerbate the situation in some arid and semi-arid regions (ASAR)
where limited natural water resources (WR) are available. Therefore, special attention and
preparation should be given to this issue to ensure the longevity of these crucial resources,
especially in regions with difficult climatic and weather-related issues, such as ASAR.
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The term arid is typically used to describe the climate of regions that suffer from very
high temperature and receive less than 100 mm of rainfall per year [8]. In contrast, the term
semi-arid describes regions where the annual rainfall is between 250 and 500 mm/year [9].
Both types of regions feature evapotranspiration rates that are higher than the precipita-
tion rate, with the potential for frequent severe droughts and infrequent but considerable
floods [10]. Moreover, these regions are globally characterized as the most water-stressed
areas, where the groundwater (GW), stored in aquifers, is the primary water source [11].
However, since some ASAR are characterized by low rainfall rates, and rain is essential
to the speed and recharge time of aquifers, the use of GW is not very sustainable [12,13].
Furthermore, high dependence on GW with intensive pumping makes it prone to pollution,
such as salinity intrusion [14,15]. Conversely, in coastal regions, water supply from desali-
nation plants with many of the current technologies is unsustainable, given the high energy,
environmental impact, and economic cost [16–18]. Therefore, water resources management
(WRM) in such regions requires careful planning and assessment of sustainability, and thus
requires appropriate tools.

Furthermore, global warming phenomena and the impacts of climate change are fur-
ther pressurizing WR over the globe [5,19–22], not least in ASAR, requiring new solutions
and approaches on both the demand and supply sides. Thus, the scientific community
has conducted several meetings and studies during the last decades to address the conse-
quences of such a trend [23–27]. One of the early attempts to deal with this issue was in
1992 during the International Conference on Water and the Environment [28], which ended
with the declaration of the four Dublin principles, the third one stating clearly that any
“development and management” in regard to water “should be based on a participatory
approach . . . at all levels”. Hence, this principle informed one of the main strategies to
enhance WRM and ensure the continuity of WR.

Assessing and managing WR in ASAR in a way that usefully informs decision-making
is fraught with difficulty, especially with what appears to be a lack of region-specific
frameworks, a lack of data collection and in the context of the natural and socio-economic
(i.e., Sustainability) settings in which this needs to happen. A research gap exists in terms
of identifying what general sustainable water resources management (SWRM) assessment
frameworks exist, and whether they are applicable to ASAR. This is a key underlying
philosophy behind this paper, the findings of which will be used to identify whether
(a) existing frameworks are fit-for-purpose in ASAR; or (b) a bespoke framework should
be derived. Moreover, if the latter outcome is found to be true, and in order to avoid
reinventing the wheel, the systematic review and analysis of existing frameworks can be
used to inform its derivation.

1.1. Sustainability and Sustainable Water Resources Management (SWRM)

The water cycle and its impact on related ecosystems represent a great example of a
sustainable process that has existed for millions of years. However, current water demands
and global climatic changes are impacting its ability to remain so [29,30].

The use of the terms “sustainability” and “sustainable development” has become ever
more popular since Bruntland’s [31] definition: “to ensure that the current development meets
the needs of current generation’s without negatively impacting the capability of future generations
to meet their needs”. This has never been more important than for SWRM in ASAR, where
GW is becoming depleted, negatively impacting the ability of future generations to draw
down water and meet their needs—which due to growing populations, will be greater
than today.

Another definition or principle for sustainability was introduced by Elkington [32] as:
“sustainability aims to ensure that the range of economic, social, and environmental options would
stay open and not limited for the future generations because they were not hindered by the current
human actions.” This has paved the way for the introduction of 17 sustainable development
goals (SDG), the sixth of which is to “ensure availability and sustainable management of water
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and sanitation for all” [33]. This study is significant and motivated by such a global goal, and
has never been more relevant in ASAR.

Sustainability itself has been widely recognized to stand on three common pillars or
dimensions: the environment, the economy, and the society [34–38]. In other words, to
obtain a sustainable system, its environment should be protected, the economy should be
viable, and social equity and acceptance should be considered as much as possible.

Meanwhile, the importance of achieving a balance (rather than a trade-off) between
these dimensions of sustainability has been a catalyst for much discussion [39–42]. For
example, selling water in plastic bottles is both profitable for companies (economic) and
satisfies the needs of many people (Social). However, the impact of this business on
the environment is harmful if the bottles are not recycled. Therefore, to enhance the
sustainability of any system, all three pillars need to be in balance. Moreover, for ASAR,
the points at which the pillars interact for SWRM need to be considered ever more readily.

1.2. Assessment Frameworks for Sustainable Water Resources Management

To improve the sustainability of any WRM system, it is crucial to have an appropriate
amount of different related indicators (i.e., quantitative and qualitative), metrics, and
benchmarks contained within an assessment framework or index in order to help decision-
makers and concerned stakeholders determine the current level (or performance) of their
SWRM and improve it accordingly, should it be underperforming [43,44]. (N.B. The terms
framework or index are used interchangeably within the literature; however, in this paper,
they are considered to be one and the same.) The advantage of forming an indicator-
based framework is its ability to help evaluate and elucidate multi-dimensional factors
or thoughts that cannot be measured directly [45] and cannot be understood by only one
component or indicator [46].

Indeed, collaboration among different stakeholders in developing a WR index is (and
should always be) significant to ensure the index is acceptable [45]. By developing and
using a suitable framework, all interested parties can understand the main issues that
threaten sustainability in their system, and work co-operatively toward mitigating them.
These issues can be simplified within the framework to a single number representing the
general sustainability level of the whole WRM system. In most cases, having a quantifiable
number would have a more substantial effect on the ability of the public/decision-makers
to understand and therefore act in a more helpful way [47].

Furthermore, it is both beneficial and necessary to build any indicator-based frame-
work based on a wide array of indicators [41] that have been widely vetted and endorsed
and that can guide the assessment and improvement of the sustainability credentials for
WRM systems [48]. Moreover, from a policy-making and management perspective, consid-
ering both water availability and access indicators is likely to be more emphasized (and
therefore carry a higher weighting) for frameworks adopted in developing and water-poor
countries than those in developed and water-rich countries [49]. Similarly, this would apply
in countries in ASAR where appropriate “bespoke” frameworks are needed to improve or
reform their WRM systems.

On the other hand, this study aims to review research published in the last two decades
related to assessment frameworks for SWRM, focusing on checking to what extent they can
be applicable for ASAR. Key objectives in the form of questions for the research include:

• Since the turn of the century, what indicator-based frameworks and/or indices have
been used to assess the sustainability of WRM?

• What similarities and differences exist amongst indicator-based sustainability assess-
ment frameworks of WRM, such as the number of components (and indicators) and
the scaling, aggregating, and weighting methods?

• How effective are the current water resource indices or frameworks in assessing the
sustainability of WRM in ASAR?

By answering these questions, it would be possible to ascertain whether a bespoke
SWRM framework were needed within the context of ASAR.
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The paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, the methodology used to answer
these questions is outlined. In Section 3, some general definitions of SWRM, along with
criteria and related guidelines for making indicator-based frameworks are subsequently
presented. In Section 4, the main elements of the indicator-based sustainability assessment
framework of the WRM system are briefly illustrated. Section 5 provides the search results
based on the criteria given in Section 2. These results include overviewing and analyzing the
existing Sustainable Water Resources Management Assessment Framework(s) (SWRM-AF)
developed since the turn of the century. A critique is provided that includes the advantages
and disadvantages of each framework, followed by a brief comparative analysis. Section 6
discusses the results with a final evaluation of all frameworks included in this review to
check their applicability for ASAR. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 7, along
with recommendations for future research.

2. Methodology

To answer the previous questions posed in Section 1.2, a systematic literature search
using the two well-known databases Scopus and Engineering Village was conducted to
check relevant studies. In the first stage, a group of pertinent keywords were identified and
used to search databases using the title/abstract/keywords included in the papers. The
first step required a filter, since the area of sustainability is extensive within the literature.
Moreover, looking through a confined yet credible quantity for a literature review paper
is crucial.

Therefore, the scope of this search was exclusive to peer-reviewed articles and peer-
reviewed conference papers. Additionally, the search had two conditions for all included
documents: (a) documents should have been produced in the period from 2000 to 2021
and (b) documents should be written in the English language only. This period was
selected because several frameworks for assessing the WRM system were produced after
2000. Furthermore, this is consistent with the method applied by other authors, such
as Topal et al. [50]. This method uses a four-step clustering algorithm (i.e., Scope, Target
Group, Subject Domain, and Methods) to narrow the research area. This narrowing process
would mean excluding, to some degree, any unrelated studies by using the OR operator
within each category’s keywords and the AND operator within each cluster [50]. The idea
of this process is straightforward, requiring all studies covered in this review to be included
in the intersection area of all four clusters.

2.1. Keyword Selection

In the Scope cluster, many terms mainly related to sustainability and WRM were used
to define the largest frame with which the search should start. These specific terms and their
derivatives were “#water resources management”, “#water management”, “#water shortage”,
“#water assessment”, “#SWRM”, “#sustainable assessment”, “#sustainable measurement”, “#water
sustainable index”, “#sustainability principles”, “#sustainable development”.

The Target Group of this study concerned the primary sectors that received water or
were affected by any decisions related to its supply and demand. The main terms used for
the Target Group cluster were: “domestic water”, “municipal”, and “stakeholder”.

The Subject Domain keywords were specific for the required method and its main parts
that could evaluate the combination of the Scope and the Target Group and the geographic
areas that needed to be investigated. The terms used in this search for these purposes
were “indicator”, “indicator-based”, “framework”, “criteria”, “index”, “component”, “arid”, and
“semi-arid”. It is worth mentioning that this category (i.e., Subject Domain) was used twice
in the exact search. The first one included all required fields (i.e., Subject/Title/Abstract in
the Engineering Village database, and Title/Abstract/Keywords in the Scopus database).
The second one was only in the title, that is, one of the keywords needed to be in the article’s
title. This action was essential to reduce the enormous number of unrelated studies.
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The fourth group, the methods of data collection or treatment based on the participa-
tory approach, was assigned. The terms included in this cluster were “survey”, “interview”,
“questionnaire”, and “participatory”.

2.2. Database Search

The search through the Scopus and Engineering Village databases was undertaken on
the 14th of October 2021 and returned with 1428 and 1316 articles, respectively. However,
the Engineering Village database was a combination of three databases: (1) Compendex,
(2) GEOBASE, and (3) Inspec. For this reason, many of the 1316 articles were duplicated in
the search output. Fortunately, the search engine had a feature to remove these duplications,
and the number was subsequently reduced to 721 articles. This result, plus that from
Scopus (i.e., 2149 articles) were merged in EndNote Library, which also has the advantage
of automatically removing duplications, reducing the total number to 1627 articles. Among
these papers, 174 were conference papers, while the remaining were peer-reviewed articles.

Before starting the manual search, inclusion and exclusion criteria needed to be
assigned and followed generally. Under these criteria, any articles unrelated to the main
scope (i.e., both WRM and sustainability), whether directly or indirectly, would be excluded
right away. For example, many articles related mainly to the medical, education, and
energy sectors were removed. In addition, if this criterion were applicable, another specific
check was required to ensure that these studies had considered a framework or index by
mentioning that clearly in either the title or the keywords. Consequently, both conditions
were applied in the first screening stage by checking each title and all keywords of the
1627 papers. This stage resulted in a reduction in the number of articles to 400.

In the second round, abstracts were investigated concerning the target group and
main elements of the subject domain (i.e., indicator, indicator-based, and component). The
results dropped to 45. This round was supposed to be the last round, but after checking
some articles among the 45, it appeared they lacked an applicable framework or index that
included specific indicators. Therefore, a final round was added to skim-read each of the
45 papers and ensure that they contained these essential elements to be included in the
full-text review. Consequently, 23 studies were selected to be included in the analysis. All
these screening stages were summarized and illustrated below in Figure 1.

At the end of the systematic review, key methodological steps were applied to help
meet underlying objectives, namely:

• Identification of SWRM definitions, guidelines and criteria (Section 3);
• Establishment of the main elements of indicator-based frameworks (Section 4);
• Provision of an overview of existing sustainable water resources management assess-

ment frameworks (SWRM-AF) (Section 5).
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3. Sustainable Water Resources Management (SWRM): Definitions, Guidelines,
and Criteria
3.1. Definitions

While the definition of sustainability was previously mentioned in Section 1.1, it is
essential to clarify further definitions used within this paper—not least WRM. Firstly, WR
can be defined as any shape or state of natural waters that exist on the planet, whether
above (e.g., rainwater in clouds), on (e.g., oceans and rivers), or under the ground (e.g.,
GW), that has the potential to be used by humans [51]. Secondly, management can be
defined simply as the way to manage something. In terms of WRM, these definitions
pertain to the supply of and demand for water and all matters related to them.

Furthermore, it can be considered that the definition of WR includes both the natural
freshwater and saltwater that usually react to or are affected by the processes of the
hydrological cycle and other species’ activities. Humans are one of the species that can
impact WR in their use of them, but what does it mean to make this process sustainable?
Gleick et al. [52] defined sustainable water use as:

“the use of water that supports the ability of human society to endure and flourish into
the indefinite future without undermining the integrity of the hydrological cycle or the
ecological systems that depend on it.” [52] (p. 24)
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However, humans have the most significant impact on the environment in general and
on WR in particular due to their activities [19,53,54]. These impacts on WR are expected
to expand in the future and cause more uncertainty in terms of water availability, more
extreme weather events of droughts and floods, and quicker evaporation of surface water
resources [53]. Hence, it is important to prepare carefully for these risks before they happen
or increase to improve the sustainable management of WR systems.

Accordingly, the three definitions for the three terms (i.e., sustainability, water re-
sources, and management) can be combined to present a possible explanation for SWRM.
The function of such a definition is to help stakeholders from different backgrounds under-
stand the target in a simple way, which would assist in the communication process, thereby
gaining their trust and cooperation.

Pertinently to this matter and its purpose, the term integrated water resources man-
agement (IWRM) is defined as:

“a process which promotes the coordinated development and management of water, land
and related resources, in order to maximise the resultant economic and social welfare
in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems”.
[23] (p. 1)

Although the previous definition is widely known and broadly accepted by the scientific
community, the understandable main aim is to maximize the benefits to the economy and
society without harming the ecosystem or the environment. Meanwhile, it can be argued
that the purpose of sustainability is slightly different, being more about obtaining the best
result (i.e., optimizing) for all three aspects (i.e., economy, society, and environment) in as
balanced a way as possible.

Therefore, the suggested definition for SWRM used in this paper is “to ensure that
the current management of water resources meets the need of the present generation in a way
that balances between social, economic, and environmental factors avoiding negatively impacting
future generations’ capability to meet their water needs”, accepting that future needs are not
always easy to identify and require a range of foresight methods to predict. This definition
requires a breakdown into several objectives or components that constitute indicators and
sub-indicators to measure the performance of SWRM.

3.2. Guidelines for the Development of the SWRM Framework

Sustainability frameworks and their indicators, in general, could (and should) have
different interpretations based on the perspective, context, and local conditions they are
used for. For example, frameworks assigned for business or construction per se would be
different than those for WRM. Indeed, each sector should have specific guidelines and
criteria for any suggested indicator that matched its context [44,55].

First of all, the consideration and linkage of the three dimensions of sustainability (i.e.,
environmental, economic, and social) [56], in addition to the technical side in the criteria
overall, are crucial to handling the complexity and uncertainty of water-related issues [57].
Hence, a sustainable system would not only facilitate the management of the infrastructure
of water utilities with the supply and demand sides, but would also assure integration
and fairness among the previously mentioned three core areas. Thus, it is essential in
the developing stage of an SWRM framework to check whether any suggested indicator
belongs (or not) to one of these four categories (i.e., technical or physical, environmental,
economic, and social) before considering it.

The second general guideline can be elicited from one of the Dublin principles [28]
(i.e., the third), which emphasizes the importance of a participatory approach for any
development for WR. Thus, the involvement of stakeholders in developing an SWRM-AF,
or at least the process of indicator selection, is necessary.

Another guideline is that the number of indicators should be appropriate. In other
words, they should not be too numerous, since this would complicate the process of
application and interpretation [58,59] and challenge the capacity of the financial and
human resources in collection and analysis. Conversely, too small a number could result in
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inaccurate conclusions that would lead to weak policy decisions—not least because they
would be based on inadequate data [44]. Hence, it is instrumental during the selection
process to focus on just the right number of indicators whose details (i.e., data) are available,
unambiguous, and comprehensive. Nevertheless, following the above guidelines as a first
stage would require more specific criteria for the selection process of each indicator, as
outlined in Section 3.3.

3.3. Criteria for Selection of SWRM Indicators

Specific criteria must be considered in order to select appropriate indicators for assess-
ing SWRM-AF. One of these criteria is that these sustainable indicators should (1) work as
a set; (2) be both simple and clear, and (3) contain sufficient information to help decision-
makers provide efficient actions [60].

Moreover, Bell and Morse [61] identified other criteria as conditions for selecting
indicators. Indicators must:

• Be relevant to the purpose for which they are used;
• Be comprehensive in the field of sustainability in parallel with the definition used;
• Have data available for all regions pertaining to the framework, and these data should

be available from public sources, scientific or institutional.

Therefore, sustainability indicators should be filtered by the previous criteria to decide
whether they are applicable and relevant to the system and whether they fit its definition.
Additionally, data availability is significant; data must be authentic and from open sources,
allowing access for all stakeholders. Furthermore, the United Nations [59] suggested
additional selection criteria for sustainable development indicators, some of which could
benefit the development of the SWRM framework, as follows:

• Designed on a national scale;
• Able to assess the progress of sustainability;
• Clear and understandable;
• Part of a conceptual foundation;
• Representative of an international consensus as much as possible, based on the context;
• Within the capacity of the government with regard to development;
• Reliant on cost-effective data of recognized quality.

Thus, it can be considered that any indicator should have specific features to be
considered, such as being measurable, understandable, conceptual, and adaptable based
on the function for which it is used.

Next, in Section 4, a brief overview of the main elements of the indicator-based
assessment framework or index is outlined and briefly illustrated.

4. Main Elements of an Indicator-Based Assessment Framework

Before establishing or developing any assessment framework, it is vital to recognize
and identify its main pillars. This process would ensure that the framework or index
would be built clearly on a solid foundation. Therefore, the seven main elements of the
indicator-based assessment framework, expressed explicitly and implicitly based on the
literature analysis, are presented briefly below.

Overall, it can be said that any sustainability framework (or index) is constituted of
several key parts: (1) a set of headline categories (components); (2) a set of underpinning
indicators for each component, and (3) a set of second-order and possibly third-order
sub-indicators [43]. To illustrate, a visual example for one of the SWRM-AFs included in
this review (i.e., West Java Water Sustainability Index (WJWSI)- See Section 5.1) is presented
in Figure 2, where the components are represented by the blue boxes, the indicators by the
green ones, and the sub-indicators by the orange boxes.
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Figure 2. A visual example of the main parts that form an index/framework.

It can be observed that the index in Figure 2 is in a hierarchy shape, where the
aggregating direction is a bottom-up process. A particular calculation method (i.e., rescaling
or normalization) to have an equivalent value for each indicator and sub-indicator would
be applied. Then, the aggregation and the weight of the output value of each sub-indicator
would produce the indicator value. The same process is applicable for the resultant values
of indicators and components in obtaining the final value of the index (i.e., the top grey box
in Figure 2).

4.1. Indicator

The first element in forming an assessment framework or index is the indicator itself,
which has the feature of being able to:

• combine with other indicator(s) to produce a component, and/or
• split to create more sections related to the same indicator, with each branch called a

sub-indicator.

At the same time, a question might arise about what is meant by an indicator and what
is the purpose of using it? Indicators present data about the case of a phenomenon [56],
used mainly to measure/assess progress toward sustainability [62]. Moreover, indicators
can reveal how countries (or regions) are coping with internal and external goals (e.g.,
SDGs) and conditions in terms of their sustainability obligations [60].

Indicators and sub-indicators are often objective and quantitative—representing a
quantity or change based on metrics (e.g., water leakage rate [%], litres of water per person
[l/p]). They may also include other aspects, such as area (e.g., [l/m2]) or time periods
[l/p/d] [l/p/yr]). On the other hand, they can be qualitative and subjective—dealing
with cases that cannot be measured by a number, such as opinions, which differ from
one person to another [44]. For example, they may be elicited by such questions as “How
happy are you with your water provider (5 being very happy and 0 being very unhappy)”?
However, in several SWRM frameworks in the literature, the value of a qualitative indicator
or sub-indicator is converted into a number based on a pre-defined conditions or criteria to
simplify the aggregation process, enabling the calculation of a final equivalent score for
each component [63–65]. In general, combining the two types or classifications of indicators
in the SWRM frameworks is not uncommon [66], although using only one or the other is
more popular [63,65,67,68].

4.2. Benchmark

Furthermore, the second element of the indicator-based assessment framework is the
benchmark or target (i.e., an aspired level of performance) with which any indicator and
sub-indicator is usually measured or compared [44,68,69]—for example, domestic potable
water consumption of 160 l/p/day. Thus, a baseline and specific range (i.e., roadmap
and timeline) of values can be developed from any related benchmark to achieve this end
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goal, which might be to reach 120 l/p/day by 2025 and 80 l/p/day by 2040. This process
is considered helpful for stakeholders and decision-makers to gain more comprehensive
knowledge about the output of these indicators and enhance their contributions to moving
towards, rather than away from, such an end goal.

4.3. Application Scale

Another vital element of the indicator-based assessment framework that needs to
be carefully dealt with is the application scale. The scales assigned in the literature for
SWRM indices in descending order are usually global, territorial (or regional), local, and
community scales, in addition to river basins. Indeed, it is important to understand that
the application of each scale might require different criteria and specific guidelines for the
selection process of indicators that would form a suitable framework. For example, the
Water Poverty Index (WPI) [67] (see Section 5.1) has two different versions/values of the
same indicator because of the scale change. In other words, the original version was on a
global scale with specific indicators of commonly available data among countries that can
serve for this scale [67], while the second version was on a community scale, adding and
removing some indicators to fit with the requirements of the case studies [70]. Therefore,
knowing the appropriate application scale is essential.

4.4. Normalization Method

The fourth element of the indicator-based framework is the method of calculating
sub-index values, or the normalization method (i.e., obtaining equivalent component values
for each set of indicators and their following sub-indicators if applicable, as shown above
in Figure 2). Before going further, it is essential to note that many indicators under the same
index or framework would have different unit values. To illustrate, the water coverage
or access indicator, which is common to numerous sustainable water indices, is usually
measured as a percentage (%) of people who already have (or are connected to) the water
service. On the other hand, the water quality indicator, which is also popular, is typically
quantified by a unique summation of different sub-indicators. For instance, water turbidity,
which refers to the solutions spectral light absorbance property, or “transparency”, and
is measured in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU), while another sub-indicator is the
concentration of total suspended solids (TSS), measured in (Mg/L) [71]. Furthermore,
if these indicators (i.e., water coverage and water quality) are categorized under one
component with different unit values, they cannot be aggregated or compared directly.
Therefore, a particular method to combine and compare their values as a normalization
process should be chosen based on the features of the data and the goal of creating such a
framework [43,46].

There are two widely used normalization methods in the literature for sustainable
water indices addressing the issue of calculating the sub-index values:

(a) continued re-scaling [67,68], and
(b) categorical scaling [63,65].

The first method is also referred to as empirical normalization [72]. This method is
proposed to re-scale the actual values of indicators by converting them mathematically into
comparable numbers belonging to an identical interval of numbers ranging from either 0
to 1 or 0 to 100, based on the Equations (1) and (2), respectively [43]:

Si =
Xi−Xmin

Xmax−Xmin
(1)

Si =
Xi−Xmin

Xmax−Xmin
× 100 (2)

where Si is the component value for indicator i, Xi is the actual value for indicator i, and Xmin
and Xmax are the minimum and maximum threshold values of the indicator, respectively;
or in some cases, it can be said that Xmin is the least-preferred value and the Xmax is the
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most-preferred value, which means that to be able to use this method, the threshold values
including the minimum and maximum should be identified for each indicator [43]. The
advantage of this method is that it is easy and efficient in comparing the initial state of the
indicator with alternatives [72]. Overall, this method might be more applicable when the
assessment framework has a majority of quantitative indicators in terms of their data.

The second method for obtaining equivalent indicator values is categorical scaling,
where the values of indicators are categorized and assigned based on pre-defined crite-
ria [43]. These categories can be numbers, such as from 1 to 10, or descriptions and opinions,
such as “low”, “medium”, or “high”.

The general Equation (3) for using this method is presented below [43]:

Zj if Xi meets criteria 1

Zj if Xi meets criteria 2

Si = . . . . . . (3)

Zn if Xn meets criteria n

where Si is the component value for the indicator i, Xi is the actual value for indicator i,
Zj is the category for Xi that meets criteria j, and n is the number of categories. Overall,
this method has the advantage of providing the ability to work on both quantitative and
qualitative data. For instance, because of the diversity of scales and units in their indicator-
based system, Silva et al. [65] used a quali–quantitative scale working as a normalization
step to aggregate and compare contrasting model elements.

4.5. Weighting Scheme

The fifth element of the indicator-based framework is the weighting scheme that
should be considered before doing any aggregation for the product of the previous element
(i.e., the normalization method). The weighting scheme is a process of multiplying each
part of the indicator-based framework or index by a value representing its importance
or weight during each calculation stage to get the final index number. These weighting
techniques are classified in general, according to Nardo et al. [46], into two broad categories:
(a) statistical-based methods, where weights are given based on the analysis of the indicator
data (e.g., [73–76]), and (b) participatory-based methods, where weights are assigned based
on the preference of expert decision-makers or stakeholders [43].

However, since the first approach is more complex and not used in most frameworks
covered in this study, it is considered outside of the scope of this current paper. In addition,
the participatory-based methods are preferred for use in SWRM because they match the
Dublin principles’ requirements and the definition of the IWRM. Moreover, participatory
processes in these assessment types proved valuable and tended to lead to system change
through cooperation [77,78]. Nevertheless, it is mandatory prior to using the participatory-
based methods to consider providing appropriate justifications for the type of experts or
people who have been selected [43], not least because this process might involve subjective
judgment [43] and bias.

Furthermore, the weighting distribution scheme can be classified based on the liter-
ature of sustainable water indices, particularly in the participatory-based methods, into
two schemes:

(a) the equal weights scheme, and
(b) the non-equal weights scheme.

According to Nardo et al. [46], most of the composite indicators, in general, have
historically relied on equal weighting, and this also applies to some WR sustainable in-
dices [63,65,67,68]. Indeed, it might be argued that a truly sustainable assessment system
should equally balance the main elements of sustainability without introducing bias to-
ward one aspect. For example, carbon and the race to achieve carbon neutrality is one key
aspect here.
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4.6. Aggregation Technique

The sixth element of the indicator-based framework is the aggregating method for the
values of sub-indicators, indicators, and components. There are two common aggregating
techniques, which are usually linked to the weighting schemes.

(a) Arithmetic (or linear) method
(b) Geometric method

The first one is the arithmetic (or linear) method, where all the output values of the
indicators (or sub-indicators) are added together, then divided by their total number to
obtain an equivalent value for each component (or indicator). This method is commonly
called the mean or the average, which has the advantage of being simple, and the disadvan-
tage of being sensitive to outlier values. The general expression for this method is shown
in Equation (4) [79]:

I =
N

∑
i=1

wiSi (4)

where I is the aggregated component (or indicator), N is the total number of indicators (or
sub-indicators) that needs to be calculated, Si is the sub-index for the indicator i, and wi
is the weight of indicator i. Another feature of this method is that it can ensure perfect
substitutability and compensability among sub-index values [46]. However, this method
has been criticized, since it might hide or compensate for poor (or low) indicator quality if
combined with a high-quality one [43,46,79].

The second method is the geometric aggregation method, where all the weighted
sub-index values are multiplied instead of being added as in the arithmetic. Then, the result
is powered by the inverse of their total numbers. Moreover, the geometric aggregation
method does not have the feature of creating perfect substitutability and compensability
among the sub-index values [43]. The general Equation (5) for using this method is given
below [79]:

I =
N

∏
i=1

Si
wi (5)

where the symbols for Equation (4) are the same as for Equation (5); meanwhile, the
weights wi in both equations reflect the relative significance of Si, and the summation of
these weights should always equal one [79].

4.7. Final Index Value

The seventh element of the indicator-based framework is the final index value, which
is the final goal of having an index. This element is usually represented by one number, and
it is the final score of the standardized procedures of the fourth, fifth, and sixth elements
of the indicator-based framework (i.e., normalization method, weighting scheme, and
aggregation technique, respectively) [80]. This number is most likely to be from 0 to
100 or 0 to 1. The benefit of having such a number is to make the result of the whole
framework easy to understand, not least by a range of different stakeholders, without
the need for a more detailed assessment. Furthermore, classified interpretations for the
overall sustainability level are sometimes given based on specific ranges of the final index
value. For example, in a framework where the final index value is from 0 to 1, the low,
intermediate, and high level of sustainability are interpretations for any final value lower
than 0.5, from 0.5 to 0.8, and higher than 0.8, respectively [63].

5. Existing Sustainable Water Resources Management Assessment Frameworks
(SWRM-AF): An Overview

After the previous brief exploration and explanation of the main elements of the
indicator-based assessment framework, it would be helpful to provide an overview of the
existing SWRM-AFs and check whether they are applicable to ASAR. Those presented
in this section represent the result of the systemic literature review. This section is vital
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to finding any limitation or knowledge gap(s) in their respective application(s), and to
ascertaining whether they would be suitable for application in different local contexts
and conditions. For this reason, a specific search was conducted in this paper for every
SWRM-AF available in two literature databases since the year 2000 (See Section 2).

Before going further, it is important to remember that this study focuses on the par-
ticipatory method for the development of an SWRM-AF. This method is a critical process
recommended by the principles of IWRM [81], where it is emphasized that stakehold-
ers should be involved in the planning and implementation process [82]. However, in
reality, the application of IWRM has faced different issues ranging between the com-
plexity in measuring its effects and the difficulty in applying prescriptive ideals to the
decision-making process [83]. Thus, considering that any indicator-based framework re-
lies on a participatory technique would overcome the flaws of the application of IWRM.
Additionally, this technique could gain the public’s trust and would likely ensure their
cooperation with any developed future plans and interventions after assessing their WRM
system’s sustainability.

5.1. Results of Systematic Literature Review

As illustrated previously in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 2.2, the final number
of studies that matched the systematic review requirements from the two databases was
narrowed in the final stages to only 23 studies. Of these 23 studies, which were supposed to
be taken to the full review stage, 17 original frameworks were identified (Table 1). Inevitably,
each of these frameworks has different purposes, uses different assessment techniques, and
was made for a specific application at different scales and within diverse local contexts and
conditions. Nevertheless, each of them was presented as a supportive tool to either measure
or improve the level of sustainability of the WRM system, individually or collectively.

The other six studies were excluded for several reasons. One of these is that they
applied one of the other 17 frameworks but with only minor changes. For example, by
varying only the case study, which happened with a journal article [30] that applied
the same Watershed Sustainability Index (WSI) [63] to a different region. Therefore, it
was decided to only include the paper that introduced the original index in this review.
In addition, a conference paper that suggested the application of the Canadian Water
Sustainable Index (CWSI) to evaluate a specific case study had very few details about the
index itself [84]. This was consequently replaced by the original framework published
in a previous report [68]. Likewise, a conference paper [85] about some procedures used
in developing the Water Needs Index (WNI) was excluded because the same index was
provided in full detail in another paper [86] that was included in the review.

Another reason for excluding other papers was when their research served either as
guidance on how to make indicators and frameworks with examples [58], or as criticism of
the indicators assigned for the SDG number 6 [87].

The last reason for not including some studies in the final comparison, even though
they had a framework and indicators, was that their purpose and indicators were not
sufficiently focused on improving/assessing the sustainability of WRM. The first study of
this type was a conference paper focused on evaluating the United States’ infrastructure
performance related to the water sector, without careful consideration of other dimensions
of sustainability [88]. Similarly, to some degree, another study concentrated to some degree
on evaluating the already existing performance indicators related to the water supply
network that targeted the issue of water losses [89]. There were three main issues with
the previous study: (1) the final product was not compatible with the definition of an
index/framework; (2) it had too much technical detail in its indicators that were not all
specifically related to sustainability, and (3) the final number of performance indicators
reached 117, which did not comply with the guidance with regard to having a simple
sustainable framework. Thus, this study was excluded. The remaining studies, ordered
from the oldest to newest, are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Further comparative analysis
among all frameworks included in Tables 1 and 2 is provided in Section 5.2.
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Table 1. Summary and comparison of main elements of existing SWRM-AFs.

SWRM-AF Name Acronym Author(s),
Year

Number of Indicators
Benchmark Scale

[Location]
Normalization

Method
Weighting

Scheme
Aggregation

Tech.
Final Index

ValueComponent Indicator S. Indicator

Water Poverty
Index WPI

(Lawrence
et al., 2002)

[67]
5 17 15 yes Global Continuous

rescaling Equal Arithmetic 0–100

Canadian Water
Sustainability

Index
CWSI

(Policy
Research
Initiative,

2007)
[68]

5 15 × yes Community 2

[Canada]
Continuous

rescaling Equal Arithmetic 0–100

Watershed
Sustainability

Index
WSI

(Chaves and
Alipaz, 2007)

[63]
4 15 × yes

Local &
regional 2

[Brazil]

Categorical
rescaling Equal Arithmetic 0–1

West Java Water
Sustainability

Index
WJWSI

(Juwana et al.,
2010)

[90,91]
3 9 6 yes

Territorial
(regional) 2

[Indonesia]

Continuous +
Categorical

rescaling
Equal + non-equal Geometric 0–100

Water Needs Index WNI
(Moglia et al.,

2012)
[86]

6 9 × yes
Local (ward &

district)
[Vietnam]

Continuous
rescaling

Non-equal (user
defined) Arithmetic 0–100

Water & Sanitation
Sustainability

Index
WASSI

(Iribarnegaray
et al., 2015)

[48]
9 15 2 yes

Local (urban &
peri-urban)
[Argentina]

Continuous +
categorical
rescaling

Equal Arithmetic 0–100

Global Water
Security Index GWSI

(Gain et al.,
2016)

[7]
4 10 × yes Global Continuous

rescaling
Non-equal

(authors defined) Arithmetic 0–1

Hybrid Triple
Bottom Line &
Multi-criteria

Decision Analysis
TBL-MCDA 1

(Cole et al.,
2018)
[92]

3 44 × yes
Local &

community
[USA]

Categorical
rescaling Equal Arithmetic 1–5 3

Freshwater Health
Index FHI

(Vollmer et al.,
2018)
[93]

3 11 31 yes
Local &

regional 2

[China]

Continuous +
categorical
rescaling

Equal + non-equal Geometric+
Arithmetic 0–100 3

Assessing Water
Security & Water–

Energy–Food
Nexus

WEF nexus 1
(Marttunen
et al., 2019)

[49]
4 17 × yes National

[Finland]
Categorical

rescaling × × ×

Municipal
Environmental
Management

MEM
(Criollo et al.,

2019)
[94]

4 40 × yes
Local &
regional

[Colombia]

Continuous
rescaling

Non-equal (user
defined) Arithmetic 0–1
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Table 1. Cont.

SWRM-AF Name Acronym Author(s),
Year

Number of Indicators
Benchmark Scale

[Location]
Normalization

Method
Weighting

Scheme
Aggregation

Tech.
Final Index

ValueComponent Indicator S. Indicator

River Basin Water
Sustainability

Index
RBWSI

(Silva et al.,
2020)
[65]

3 8 19 (54) yes
Territorial
regional 2

[N/A]

Categorical
rescaling Equal Arithmetic 0–1

Water Sensitive
Cities Index WSC

(Rogers et al.,
2020)
[78]

7 34 × yes
Local (metropoli-
tan/municipal)

[Australia]

Categorical
rescaling × Arithmetic 1–5 3

Malaysia
Manufacturing
Industry Water
Benchmarking

System

MIWABS
(Bahar et al.,

2020)
[80]

4 9 × yes Factories level
[Malaysia]

Proximity-to-
target +

categorical
rescaling

Non-equal (user
defined) Arithmetic 0–100

Indicators of
Integrated Water

Resource
Management

IIWRM 1
(Ben-Daoud
et al., 2021)

[95]
4 12 × yes Local 2

[Morocco]
Categorical

rescaling Equal Arithmetic 1–5

Sustainability
Index SI

(Najar and
Persson, 2021)

[96]
3 14 82 yes Local

[Sweden]

Survey
(categorical
rescaling)

Equal Arithmetic 0–2

Rural Water
Sustainability

Index
RWSI

(Crispim et al.,
2021)
[97]

5 21 58 yes
Rural &

community
[Brazil]

Categorical
rescaling

Non-equal (user
defined) Arithmetic 0–10

Average 4.5 17.6 30.3
1 Indicates a suggested acronym; 2 designed for river basin scale; 3 does not have a final index value but a final value for each component only.
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Table 2. Summary of why and how the existing SWRM-AFs have been developed with pros and cons.

Acronym
[Reference] Purpose Selection Process for Indicators Stakeholders Involved Advantage Disadvantage

WPI
[67]

To find the relation between the water
availability or scarcity impacts on the
welfare level of human populations

among 147 countries

Literature review then
stakeholder opinion

Physical & social experts,
academics, practitioners,

others

Good range of stakeholders,
helpful for general comparisons

General nature (or base) of
indicators can neglect internal
important issues related to the

context of specific regions

CWSI
[68]

To evaluate water sustainability and
well-being in Canadian communities

concerning freshwater

Literature review then
stakeholder workshop

Government officials, academics,
consultants

Participatory method with
stakeholders in refining the

selected indicators

Developed only for communities
that depend on river basins

WSI
[63]

To combine the treatment of the three
pillars of sustainability within an
integrated and dynamic process

Literature review None
Equal weighting of indicators to
ensure mutual respect among all

sectors

No stakeholder engagement,
developed only for river basins

WJWSI
[90,91]

To identify main factors help improving
WR, to assist in prioritize issues of WRM,
and to communicate current condition of

WR to community

Literature review then
conceptual framework, then Delphi

application & stakeholders’ interview

Academics,
consultants,

government officials, community
representatives

Participatory method with
stakeholders in refining the

selected indicators,
good range of stakeholders

Developed for river basins
particularly in Indonesia,

unclear way of combination of
normalization methods

WNI
[86]

To pinpoint persistent water problems
and hotspots that local water authorities

should address

Literature review then
stakeholder workshop

Academics,
government

officials

Participatory method with
stakeholders in refining the

selected indicators & assigning
weights for components only

Indicator weightings assigned by
researchers alone, component of
aquatic ecosystems is specific for

surface water

WASSI
[48]

Developed as a tool to support
governance procedures for more SWRM,

applied to four cities in
northern Argentina

Developed in collaboration with the
provincial water company

Government
officials,

water Company

Helpful in comparing level of
SWRM among cities,

new information/data easily
uploaded to web-interface

Website in Spanish,
only one stakeholder group

involved in the indicator selection
process

GWSI
[7]

To integrate physical and socio-economic
aspects of security within a SWRM index Literature review None

Helpful for general comparisons,
water security evaluation maps are

well developed

General nature (or base) of
indicators because of global scale,

no stakeholder engagement

TBL-MCDA
[92]

To evaluate the pillars (lenses) of
sustainability related to using alternative

water supply strategies versus
maintaining the conventional system.

Developed in collaboration with
technical experts & stakeholders

Technical experts, city
departments, non-profit

organization

Good range of stakeholders,
performance indicators used with
stakeholder preferences to support

decision-making

Unclear if literature review used,
Indicator number too large to be

implemented in practical way,
no final index value calculated.

FHI
[93]

To integrate the multiple social, ecological,
and governance dimensions toward the

sustainability of freshwater management.

Literature review then
scientific workshops & stakeholder

opinion

Scientific experts,
local stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement—include
for indicator selection and partially

in weightings

No final index value calculated.
Developed for river basins

WEF nexus
[49]

To evaluate water security and its trends
in the future through a participatory

process, and to analyse connections with
water, energy, and food security

in Finland

Literature review then
stakeholder workshop

Academics,
government officials, security

organizations

Stakeholder engagement,
high-level interviews,

excel tool with different sheets

Highly qualitative,
missed three main elements,

difficult to use in other
contexts/settings
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Table 2. Cont.

Acronym
[Reference] Purpose Selection Process for Indicators Stakeholders Involved Advantage Disadvantage

MEM
[94]

To create, as a bottom-up approach, a
WRM that can measure local government

administrations’ dedication to
sustainability

Literature review & stakeholder
opinion then Interviews and online

surveys

Academics,
government & municipal

officials, social organizations

Participatory method with
stakeholders in refining the

selected indicators and weights,
Results published in a website

Environmental focus,
large number of indicators that

needed aggregation

RBWSI
[65]

To evaluate and guide the
decision-making process in promoting

water sustainability as part of integrated
river basin management (IRBM)

Literature interrogation None Literature reviewed using an
inductive approach

No stakeholder engagement,
large number of sub-indicators that
needed aggregation, developed for

river basins

WSC
[78]

To evaluate a city’s water sensitivity,
create aspirational goals, and guide

management actions to enhance
water-sensitive processes

Literature review then consultation
with stakeholders

Industry experts,
academics

Participatory method for
developing indicators and scoring

system

High number of indicators,
weightings seem ambiguous, no

final index value

MIWABS
[80]

To evaluate the industrial sector’s water
performance within a factory-level scale

in Malaysia

Literature review then stakeholder
workshop to screen & filter

Industry experts,
academics

Weighting used analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) applied to

questionnaire output

Method for aggregation not
reported, scale applicable to factory

alone

IIWRM
[95]

To produce an indicator-based framework
to evaluate the application of IWRM

within Meknes city, Morocco

Literature review then survey of
stakeholder via questionnaires

Government officials (water
sector actors), practitioners

Easy to interpret radar diagram
used for displaying results

No evidence/justification for
calculations or weighting scheme

provided

SI
[96]

To evaluate and guide Sweden’s
municipal water and wastewater sectors

to be more sustainable

Swedish Water and Wastewater
Association (SWWA) developed

framework

Members of SWWA,
water utilities of the

municipalities

Annual survey—rigorously
developed and well-written, simply

to use/understand, results
published in a web-based database

High number of sub-indicators,
yearly application would have

huge time, resource implications

RWSI
[97]

To help decision-makers in the process of
finding and prioritizing rural

communities that need state intervention
with regard to water provision

Literature review then Delphi
method via questionnaires to

stakeholders

Policymakers,
technicians,

experts, others

Participatory method with
stakeholders in refining the

selected indicators and weights

High number of indicators,
mostly applicable to rural

communities
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5.2. Comparative Analysis of Existing SWRM-AFs

After the brief illustration of all the frameworks obtained from the systematic literature
review (see Tables 1 and 2) a comparative analysis is performed in order to collectively
get valuable observations and insights. The comparative analysis is undertaken using the
aspects previously detailed in Section 4 and the key headings shown in Tables 1 and 2.

5.2.1. Number and Type of Components

The first observation was in regard to the number of components (Figure 3), where their
total number was 76, while the different investigated frameworks used an average number
of 4.5 components. Moreover, thirteen frameworks (76.5% of the total) opted for three to five
components, with four being the most widely adopted featuring within six studies (35.3%
of the total), whilst three and five components were featured in four and three frameworks
(i.e., 29.4% and 17.6% of total), respectively. The other frameworks adopted six, seven, or
nine components (23.5% of total). The highest number of components (9) was found in
WASSI [48] and the least numbers of components (3) were found in RBWSI [65], FHI [93],
TBL-MCDA [92] and WJWSI [90,91]. Based on this observation, it can be suggested that
for any new SWRM-AF being developed, the number of components should preferably
stay within the threshold of three to five, with a preference of four, since it was the most
repeated number.
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Figure 3. Total number of components used in each framework.

Regarding the types of components, a thematic analysis was conducted to categorize
them in two steps. The first step was to check the common words in the title of the compo-
nents that were repeated based on their numbers. A criterion was suggested to eliminate
any word repeated less than three times. Therefore, only 63 components distributed among
14 main words were included in this analysis, as seen in Figure 4. The most-repeated words
were “resource” and “water” (i.e., seven times for each), followed by “environment” and
“access”, which were mentioned six times. In contrast, “capacity”, “social”, “infrastructure”,
“quality”, and “service” were the least-repeated words, with only three repetitions for each.
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Further investigation, which was the second step, highlighted that thematic catego-
rization was possible by combining those categories in Figure 4 that served the same theme,
as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Main themes of components based on their repeated number.

Overall, it can be seen that the infrastructure, environmental, and socio-environmental
components are critical in any SWRM-AF, since they have the biggest shares.

5.2.2. Number of Indicators

The second observation concerned the number of indicators. From the interrogation
of Table 1, it can be seen that the average number of indicators in all included frameworks
was 17.6 indicators. However, it can also be seen that most frameworks (twelve–70.6%
of total) had a total number of indicators ranging between 9 [73,83,88] and 17 [49,67]
(inclusive), leading to an average of 12.75 in this discrete group. The most repeated number
of indicators therein were nine [80,86,91] and fifteen [48,63,68], where each of these numbers
was found in three of the seventeen frameworks. Four of the remaining frameworks (i.e.,
23.5% of total) had a higher number of indicators, 21 in RWSI [97], 34 in WSC [78], 40 in
MEM [94], and 44 in TBL-MCDA [92], respectively, while only one study (i.e., RBWSI [65])
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had a lower number, with eight indicators. The lower number was not typical; however,
this framework had a unique design, with two orders of sub-indicators.

5.2.3. Number of Sub-Indicators and Benchmarks

In terms of sub-indicators, Table 1 shows that they were not always available. In other
words, only seven frameworks (41.1% of total) included them. The average number was
30.3 sub-indicators, with a minimum of 2 in WASSI [48] and a maximum of 82 in SI [96]. In
terms of benchmarking, all frameworks reviewed contained these (see Table 1)

5.2.4. Scale of Application

Various scales can be seen within the frameworks reviewed (Figure 6).
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The global scale appeared only twice in WPI [67] and GWSI [7], likely because the
amount of time, effort, and required data are extensive. The scale with the most significant
share (9 studies or 52.8%) tended toward the local (mainly city) scale whilst the remaining
six studies were evenly split between the community scale [68,92] and territorial (regional)
scale [63,94], which refers to large areas, such as those with several cities. The last of these
is the “other” category, with two frameworks, which included the national and factory
scales [80,96]. It is also worth noting that six studies (i.e., 35.3% of total) considered areas
with river basins [63,65,68,90,93,95].

5.2.5. Normalization Process

All percentages for the process of normalization are shown in Figure 7. Eight studies
used categorical rescaling [49,63,65,78,92,95–97], and five studies used continuous rescal-
ing [7,67,68,86,94], with 47.1% and 29.4% of the total share, respectively. Three studies
(17.6% of total) used a combination of both [48,90,93]. This option is not common, because
this task would be confusing for non-expert stakeholders. On the other hand, only one
framework (i.e., MIWABS [80]) used a different approach: the Proximity-to-Target [80],
which happened to be a very close match to continuous rescaling, albeit with subtle,
nuanced differences.
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5.2.6. Weighting Process

The process of weighting indicators and components was seen in 15 of the 17 (90%)
frameworks reviewed (Figure 8). Out of all the frameworks reviewed, the preference
for allocating equal weights was dominant in eight studies [48,63,65,67,68,92,95,96] with
a percentage of 47.1%. This aligns with the ethos of sustainability, which is about bal-
ancing, rather than trading off, respective pillars. Five studies [7,80,86,94,97] considered
the non-equal weights (user-defined), with a percentage of 29.3% of the total. Only two
frameworks [90,93] (11.8% of total) adopted a combination of both approaches.
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5.2.7. Aggregation Technique and Final Index Value

The next element is the aggregation technique, which is used in combination with the
weighting scheme in order to reach a final index value. Most frameworks [7,48,63,67,68,
78,80,86,92,94–97] (i.e., 14 or 82.35%) relied on the arithmetic technique—calculating the
average rescaling value of indicators. The geometric technique was used twice: one time
alone [90] and the other in combination with the arithmetic technique [93]. In contrast, the
WEF nexus framework [49] used neither aggregation technique nor final index value.

In Figure 9, it can be seen that the most widely adopted interval for the final index value
(with 41.2% of total) was 0 and 100 [48,67,68,80,86,90,93]. Therefore, it can be suggested that
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this interval was the most preferred choice for both experts and stakeholders within the
frameworks reviewed. The second most widely adopted interval for final index value (with
23.5% of total) was 0 and 1 [7,63,65,94]. The third most widely adopted interval for final
index value (with 17.6% of total) was 1 to 5 [78,92,95]. A category called “other” was used
to combine any final index value with a unique range that appeared once in the frameworks
reviewed. This happened in only two indices [96,97] (11.8% of total). The last category
called “without” for the WEF nexus framework [49] (5.9% of total), which does not have
any final index value. Meanwhile, only the final assessment for each indicator (or criterion
as they called it) is provided with a qualitative description in an individual assessment
card without aggregating all indicators or components to get a single final value.
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5.3. SWRM-AF for ASAR

After going through the systematic literature review, it was clear that no dedicated
SWRM-AF had been explicitly made for or applied to ASAR—these areas lack any perma-
nent rivers or river basins. That said, the frameworks reviewed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 had
considerable use in being developed (in whole or part) for such purposes.

By furthering the scope of the review to the grey literature outside the two databases
that were checked previously, another two additional frameworks were identified, namely
the Arab Water Sustainability Index (AWSI) [98] and the Abu Dhabi Water Index (ADWI) [99].
Thus, an overview and brief analysis is provided in the following sections to check
their effectiveness.

5.3.1. Arab Water Sustainability Index (AWSI)

The AWSI is presented as a monitoring tool to address the water sustainability state
relative to a base condition or period [98]. The scale of its application could be considered a
national scale. In this index, 22 Arab countries, where 82.2% of their weather is either arid
or semi-arid, were evaluated through four main components that were divided into only
eight indicators. These components can be classified by checking their indicators and main
themes or categories from Figure 5, as follows:

1. water crowding (related to WRM category);
2. water dependency (related to SWRM category);
3. water scarcity (related to SWRM category);
4. environmental sustainability (related to socio-environmental category).

Based on our comparative analysis above, it can be said that four components are
an adequate number; however, the number of indicators (eight only) is lower than the
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average number of indicators, which was found to be approximately 18. Other main
elements of indicator-based framework were used, such as the benchmark, the aggregation
technique (i.e., arithmetic), and the final index value ranging between 0 to 100%. The
normalization method of AWSI is based on a statistical method (i.e., principal components
analysis (PCA)), which was also used to assign weights, which were not equal, for each
component and indicator. A unique advantage of AWSI is the consideration of conventional
and non-conventional WR (e.g., GW and desalination water, respectively), which is crucial
for ASAR.

Meanwhile, the continuous rescaling method as a normalization method was men-
tioned, but whether that was for application or just information was unclear. Overall, even
though the pillars of sustainability were considered, the stakeholders’ participation in all
phases did not exist in AWSI, which does not match the general guidance in developing
such a framework. Therefore, to avoid such limitations, it is still required to have a more
helpful framework that can gain public trust and cooperation.

5.3.2. Abu Dhabi Water Index (ADWI)

The other framework is the ADWI, which was developed through the adoption of the
cause–effect approach (DSR—Driving force, State, Response) to deal with the challenging
context of WRM of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) (i.e., very much at a local scale) [99].
The selection of indicators was based on a review of the literature, followed by checking of
the availability of their data and whether they were relevant to the UAE environment. This
process resulted in four categories (i.e., components), nineteen indicators, and twelve sub-
indicators. Then, the benchmark for most of the indicators was obtained from the literature.
These components with our main themes or categories from Figure 5 are as follows:

1. water availability (related to WRM category);
2. water quality (related to socio-environmental category);
3. water use efficiency (related to SWRM category);
4. policy and governance (related to policy & governance category).

Overall, the methodology for building ADWI was well-organized and systematically
illustrated. In addition, taking the conventional and non-conventional WR into account is
essential for the context of ASAR, which is another advantage similar to AWSI.

On the other hand, while considering all sustainability pillars in any SWRM-AF is
significant, little attention was given here to the economic pillar. Additionally, ADWI
seemed to lack any stakeholder participation or involvement. However, an indicator to
measure the public participation in water activities existed, but it was based only on the
researchers’ evaluation. Moreover, the normalization method seems to equate to categorical
rescaling. Still, the scoring criteria were not entirely clear (i.e., all scores were either good,
represented by happy face, or poor, represented by sad face, while only one seemed neutral).

Furthermore, the weighting scheme, aggregation technique, and final index value
did not exist in this methodology, except for the calculation of sub-indicators. Therefore,
it can be said that ADWI was an attempt to develop a particular framework for ASAR,
but with many limitations. Hence, it is important to build or develop an SWRM-AF
that could avoid these flaws and is suitable to fit the main requirements and contexts of
ASAR by considering stakeholder participation. A summary of the main elements that
form the above two SWRM-AFs is presented in Table 3 to make the process of comparing
them simpler.
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Table 3. Summary and comparison of existing SWRM-AF for ASAR.

SWRM-AF
Number of indicators

Benchmark Scale
[Location] Normalization Weighting

Scheme
Aggregation

Tech.
Final Index

ValueComponent Indicator S. Indicator

AWSI 4 8 × yes
National

[Arab
countries]

Principal
components

analysis
Non-equal Arithmetic 0–100

ADWI 4 19 12 yes Local
[UAE]

Categorical
rescaling × × ×

6. Discussion

This research sought to identify whether any existing SWRM-AF would be suitable
for application in arid or semi-arid regions; by way of Section 6.1, this is explored further.
Section 6.2 identifies the shortfalls of this research before the next steps of research are
determined in Section 6.3.

6.1. Existing SWRM-AFs and Their Applicability for ASAR

The review has helped identify six key requirements that a framework would need
in order for it to be considered appropriate for application in ASAR. In other words,
they should:

1. adopt a participatory approach (i.e., stakeholder engagement) during the selection
process of indicators and assigning weights;

2. have appropriate numbers of indicators;
3. include all seven primary elements of the indicator-based framework (Sections 4.1–4.7).
4. include water scarcity (WS) as a key theme;
5. consider all Water Resources (WR)—conventional and non-conventional;
6. fit with an ASAR context.

With this in mind, Table 4 provides a synthesis of the analysis to evaluate (by way of
grading) the 19 frameworks, including those from the systematic review and the previous
two SWRM-AFs found in the grey literature. All of the checking aspects are based on
the six requirements mentioned above. The first three aspects (i.e., 1 to 3) are considered
general but essential for inclusion in any SWRM-AF. The last three aspects (i.e., 4 to 6) are
specific and considered vital to any SWRM-AF for ASAR. In Table 4, one point was assigned
for each aspect included—based on its existence, except for the participatory approach,
where a point was equally divided between the selection and weighting. Additionally, half
of the maximum point was given if the aspect was either partially fulfilled or partially
existed. This meant a maximum value of 6 could be achieved where a framework met all
six criteria fully.

Table 4. Evaluation of the applicability of each SWRM-AF for ASAR.

SWRM-AF
Participatory Approach Number of

Indicators
7 Main

Elements
Water

Scarcity All WR Fit ASAR Total
Selection Weighting

WPI 0.5 0 1 1 1 0 0.5 4

CWSI 0.5 0 1 1 1 0 0 3.5

WSI 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

WJWSI 0.5 0 1 1 1 0 0 3.5

WNI 0.5 0.25 1 1 0 0 0 2.75

WASSI 0.5 0 1 1 1 0 0 3.5

GWSI 0 0.25 1 1 1 0 0.5 3.75
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Table 4. Cont.

SWRM-AF
Participatory Approach Number of

Indicators
7 Main

Elements
Water

Scarcity All WR Fit ASAR Total
Selection Weighting

TBL-MCDA 0.5 0.25 0 0.5 0 0 0 1.25

FHI 0.5 0.25 1 0.5 0 0 0 2.25

WEF nexus 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.5

MEM 0.5 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 2

RBWSI 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

WSC 0.5 0.25 0 0.5 0 0 0.5 1.75

MIWABS 0.5 0.5 1 1 0 0 0 3

IIWRM 0.5 0 1 1 0 0 0 2.5

SI 0.5 0 1 1 0 0 0.5 3

RWSI 0.5 0.5 0 1 1 0 0.5 3.5

AWSI 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4

ADWI 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 4

Table 4 shows that the highest total points was 4 out of 6, found in three frameworks
(i.e., WPI, AWSI, and ADWI). While two of these frameworks were developed mainly for
ASAR (i.e., AWSI and ADWI), there were some general requirements identifiable by a zero
in the respective columns. In other words, this research showed that there is no SWRM-AF
that could be considered fully fit-for-purpose for application in ASAR. Hence, steps should
be taken to address this gap in knowledge (See Section 6.3).

6.2. Shortfalls of this Research

This review paper goes some way towards filling the gap in knowledge with respect
to identifying whether an SWRM-AF for ASAR exists. However, it should be noted that the
review was restricted to two well-known academic databases (i.e., Scopus and Engineering
Village) in addition to the search terms and filtering process adopted herein. Broadening the
review to other databases (e.g., Google Scholar and Research Gate, to name just two) may
have identified more literature (including grey literature) beyond the two most applicable
papers found. In addition, this research was very much focused on the derivation of the
frameworks themselves, and not on the detailing (and usefulness) of individual indicators
or the data availability enabling the actual measurement of their values. Hence, whilst
the need for a new framework was identified by this review, more stages of research are
required during its derivation (See Section 6.3).

6.3. Next Stage of Research

The next area of research will seek to develop a SWRM-AF for ASAR that satisfies all
six aspects outlined in Section 6.1 In order to ensure it is both practical and meaningful for
application, a conceptual framework for ASAR will be developed. This will involve some
key steps:

• providing a detailed map of all components, indicators and sub-indicators;
• developing the methodology for selecting important indicators for each component;
• justifying (by way of stakeholder engagement) indicators and weights adopted;
• applying the framework to case studies (likely Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and elsewhere).
• refining SWRM-AF based on user feedback.
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7. Conclusions

The sustainability of water supply to match proper demand is crucial for any future
planning for the WRM system. This strategy became more significant in areas with limited
WR and located in ASAR with challenging water conditions. During the last few decades,
many scientific meetings and recommendations were conducted and presented to tackle
the WRM issues, such as the Brundtland’s definition, the Dublin principles, and the IWRM
definition and principles. These efforts were the foundation for introducing guidance
and criteria that led to the creation of several SWRM-Afs, such as those manifested above.
However, it is essential to remember that sustainability does not mean focusing only on one
pillar. Attaining a balance between the three pillars (i.e., environmental, social, economic)
would generate the best results. This consideration should be accounted for during the
development process of any tool that aims to improve and monitor sustainability progress.
One of these tools is the indicator-based framework for assessing sustainability. Therefore,
having specific and clear SWRM-AF to measure the level of SWRM would undoubtedly
help improve the longevity of such vital resources.

Whilst many SWRM-AFs were developed for this purpose in the past, such as those
described briefly in this review, it has been shown that they are insufficient to assess
some ASAR. Moreover, even where frameworks have been developed specifically for
ASAR, many shortfalls exist. That said, this review helps recognize the primary ele-
ments required to establish this type of framework. Moreover, detailed investigation and
comparison among SWRM-AFs have helped identify similarities, differences, and limita-
tions/knowledge gaps. As such, several recommendations are suggested based on the
results of this review:

• Before establishing or developing an SWRM-AF, it is important to consider and comply
with the specific guidelines and criteria for having one. Otherwise, the output of this
process would not be practical and rigorous enough.

• Then, having all seven standard main elements of SWRM-AF clearly defined and
justified during both the development and application stages will make the SWRM-AF
less challenging to reapply in general. This includes its adoption by the scientific
community and water authorities in regions with similar conditions. In contrast,
ignoring some of these elements could reduce the whole benefit of the framework and
make it obsolescent.

• For any new SWRM-AF, it would be preferred to select elements and normalization
methods with a higher application rate, such as those highlighted in Section 5.2. For
example, while the application of local scale (52.8%) and the final index value of
[0–100] (41.2%) seem more popular in many frameworks, categorical rescaling (47.1%),
equal weighting (47.1%), and the arithmetic technique (82.35%) are the most commonly
used normalization methods. Thus, choosing them might ensure more confidence in
both decision-makers and the public in the output of such a framework.

• The participation of stakeholders in developing SWRM-AF is essential, and helps
reveal their main concerns. Their involvement could occur during the process of
indicator selection, in the weighting stage, or in both stages. Hence, bias in the output
of SWRM-AF can be eliminated or at least reduced, while motivation and awareness
of SWRM among stakeholders would be higher. More importantly, this participation,
especially by expert stakeholders, could be part of the validation for the SWRM-AF,
making it more credible.

• Finally, it was found that the SWRM-AF for ASAR for particular countries without
any permanent rivers or lakes is needed, since water shortage conditions are a serious
threat for these countries, and little or inadequate research has been conducted to
develop such a tool.

Therefore, a conceptual SWRM-AF for ASAR is recommended to tackle this issue, and
its development is currently underway.
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Abbreviations Notations
ADWI Abu Dhabi Water Index i indicator (or component)
AHP Analytical hierarchy process I aggregated indicator (or component)
ASAR Arid and semi-Arid regions j criteria
AWSI Arab Water Sustainability Index N total number of indicators
CWSI Canadian Water Sustainability Index S sub-index value
CVI Climate Vulnerability Index w weight
DSR Driving force, state, response X actual value
FHI Freshwater Health Index Xmax maximum threshold value
GW Groundwater Xmin minimum threshold value
GWSI Global Water Security Index Z category
IIWRM Indicators of integrated water resources management
IRBM Integrated river basin management
IWRM Integrated water resources management
MEM Municipal environmental management
MIWABS Malaysia manufacturing industry water benchmarking system
NTU Nephelometric turbidity units
PCA Principal components analysis
PTT Proximity-to-target
RBWSI River basin water sustainability index
RWSI Rural water sustainability index
SI Sustainability Index
SDG Sustainable development goal
SWRM Sustainable water resources management
SWRM-AF Sustainable water resources management assessment framework
SWWA Swedish Water and Wastewater Association
TBL-MCDA Hybrid triple bottom line & multicriteria decision analysis
TSS Total suspended solids
UAE United Arab Emirates
WASSI Water & Sanitation Sustainability Index
WEF nexus Water–energy–food nexus
WJWSI West Java Water Sustainability Index
WNI Water Needs Index
WPI Water Poverty Index
WR Water resources
WRM Water resources management
WSC Water Sensitive Cities Index
WSI Watershed Sustainability Index
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